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SOUVENIR XXXVII

E D I TO R I A L
RESCUERS OF 203 STATION

Facing the heartbreaking situation in our country, we are put to
the test day after day. As human beings dreaming of a better

and many will pass after us. Our mission will always remain

life, we feel forced to leave our homes behind to be able to

alive. Through past, present, and future, the mission remains

survive and thrive. This situation has been bestowed on us, but

the same. And this mission will continue to call more people
who will surely answer it.

because of our calling to our mission to save lives. A mission
that has already been weighed down by helmets, bulletproof

As rescuers, we are privileged enough to have found and

vests, and protective gear.

chosen a home that has given us more than what we have
given it. It is this chosen family that constantly drives us to

We stay strong even though nothing is ever constant: not

move forward. It is a small piece of our hearts that we did not

dreams and certainly not despair.

know was missing until we found it.

We stay prepared and ready to respond as we did in the
past and as we will certainly do in the future. No matter how
uncertain it may be, it is a future that was only made possible
thanks to the milestones achieved in the past.
Our history has paved the way, and it keeps us moving forward
into the unknown. Our devotion to the principles and love for
the mission allow us to face the challenges of our everyday
lives. Those who gave their lives to this mission serve as
models of honor and remind us of our commitments to our
shared mission.
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Dr. Antoine Zoghbi
Président - Croix Rouge Libanaise

Depuis 37 ans, Souvenirs incarne une
volonté constante de la Croix Rouge
Libanaise, de garder présent nos martyrs
dans notre action humanitaire de tous les
jours.
Le secteur de Kornet Chehwan, aidé par
la direction des secouristes et toute la
Croix Rouge Libanaise, organise avec
bienveillance cette commémoration
annuelle.
Ce souvenir est devenu à travers les
années une étape de profonde réflexion
sur notre rôle national et un espace de
recherche pour mieux accomplir notre
mission humanitaire.
C’est un moment de rencontre, entre
nous tous, anciens et nouveaux, autour
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de notre mémoire collective, nos martyrs,
cœur battant de toute la Croix Rouge
Libanaise.
Et où le cœur y est, nous y sommes.
Nous sommes la réponse a toute détresse
individuelle et collective dans un pays noyé
Volontaire, impartiale, neutre, universelle,
unie et indépendante, notre action
humanitaire a toujours été adaptée et
adoptée par tous les Libanais.
Générosité et bénévolat, respect et
transparence, amour et dévouement,
c’est notre histoire, pousser toujours les
de nos martyrs.
Où ils sont, nous sommes.

-
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Mrs. Rosy Boulos
The responsible of the EMS department

Volunteering Despite The Storm!
Who would have thought 2 or 3 years ago that
our beloved country would face such tremendous
challenges? Who would have thought that living
conditions for most volunteers would, as they have
for most of the population in Lebanon, degrade so
badly and so quickly?
Logically, rationally, I would have thought that the
events of the last few years would have led to a
major decrease in the number of volunteers giving
their time, efforts and dedication to help fellow
human beings. I would have thought that hundreds
would emigrate, others would leave to take on a
volunteers in this challenging context.
However, when I visit ambulance centers where
more than %60 of the volunteers in the Lebanese Red
Cross serve, this is not the reality that I witness. On
the contrary, I see ambulance centers full of young
and less young volunteers. I see volunteers busily
carrying on with their duties with their usual energy
and passion. I see young men and women making
but to come to their centers in order to serve and
help strangers.
I hear about their challenges. I hear how they
struggle with the increased cost of transportation
simply to come from their homes or places of study
or work, to their centers. I hear how they come
back from an emergency mission at two in the
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I hear how they suffer through the cold or the heat
during their shifts because of lack of electricity. I
also hear their personal stories because they, like
every other person in Lebanon, are directly affected
by the economic crisis. But I also see how they
support each other like a second family, and I see
how hard they work just to ensure the continuity of
their services.
When I ask them what drives them to continue giving
their time and efforts despite all the challenges, the
answers I hear are almost always the same: we are
needed now more than ever before, and this is our
second family, we can’t leave it when things become
tough. Indeed, when we have so little control over our
daily lives, when crisis after crisis hits our country,
we can take solace in having a strong and noble
sense of purpose: to help the sick and wounded.
I am humbled, even more so than usual, by the noble
example of the thousands of Lebanese Red Cross
volunteers. From the bottom of my heart, I wish you
all the best that life has to offer, and I truly hope that
this country will become once again worthy of you
and people who, like you, give without counting.
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LRC EMS STRATEGY
Shawky Amine Eddine, M.D Director of Learning and Development Assistant EMS
Director for Training and Quality
ASPIRING FOR A BUTTERFLY EFFECT FROM THE GRASS ROOTS
LRC Strategy: In the face of the 3rd most severe
economic crisis in modern times, an ongoing
political deadlock, civil unrest, a resurging COVID19
pandemic and the ongoing refugee crisis, the
Lebanese Red Cross has reviewed and updated
its strategy in 2021 and made the choice to focus
almost all its efforts over the next 2.5 years on the
following priorities:

right time, equipped with the right team, to provide
the right prehospital care, and transportation to the
right hospital;” In order to achieve this mission, LRC

Priority 1: Ensure that victims of accidents, illnesses
and major incidents receive prompt and effective
pre-hospital emergency care
Priority 2: Provide safe blood products to patients
in Lebanon
Priority 3: Improve access of the population to
quality primary healthcare services
Priority 4: Meet the basic needs (Ecosec, WASH,
Shelter) of vulnerable people, affected by Disasters,
crises and emergencies
Priority 5: Reduce the impact of disasters on
the population through prevention and mitigation
measures

2. Enhance EMS systems by:
• Developing EMS stations
• Strengthening EMS support functions
• Ameliorating the effectiveness and
sustainability of Dayshift teams
3. Improve quality of EMS services by:
• Ensuring rescuer safety and clinical
effectiveness
• Measuring the quality of prehospital
services and implementing quality
improvement plans
• Ensuring effective preparedness and
response to crises and emergencies

EMS Strategy: With EMS being on the top of LRC
priorities, this required a review of the sector’s
strategy to respond to the emerging needs and meet
the additional needs imposed by the complexity of
crisis. Accordingly, LRC EMS has aligned its mission
with LRC strategy to “save lives by providing access
to effective and free pre-hospital emergency care
and transportation to the population in Lebanon.”
Furthermore, we have set a long term vision to “ensure
that each patient receives the right ambulance, at the
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1. Improve emergency medical dispatching by:
• Strengthening dispatch centers
• Decreasing response time

A Patient Centered Strategy
In the new updated strategy, LRC EMS put the
patient at the center. Thus, all interventions are
addressed to achieve the vision outlined above;
hence, ensuring that service user get an excellent
experience when requesting EMS assistance. This
response but also a humane, affective, and holistic
one that sees the patient as a human being before
seeing him/her as a case and a set of vital signs.
In an attempt to measure progress in this domain,
LRC EMS has introduced a service user satisfaction
who requested the ambulance service. Out of 1,055
individuals surveyed, %99 of the respondents
EMS services for help if they encountered a similar
situation. Overall, the perceived EMS Satisfaction for
2021 was of 5/4.9 which reflects the level of trust
of appreciation that the Lebanese community has
for the LRC EMS. In the new strategy, LRC aims
to capitalize on this relationship and to strengthen
and maintain its relationship with the Lebanese
community.
A Strategy that puts the rescuers at heart:
on stations and rescuers. Throughout all previous
strategies the focus was to build systems at HQ
level and disseminate them to stations. Huge
achievements have been accomplished in terms of
training, fleet, equipment, volunteer management,
peer support … However, little effort has been
invested in developing the EMS stations themselves.
The second pillar of this strategy focuses on
Developing EMS stations. To achieve that LRC
EMS will develop & monitor minimum standards
for EMS, we will develop and monitor EMS station
performance indicator and ensure capacity building
and performance management for heads of

stations. Furthermore, we aim to improve HQ – EMS
coordination & communication (workflow), develop
EMS station management systems and enhance
volunteer recruitment, retention, and well-being.
Volunteers have always been the beating heart of
EMS; thus, it’s only normal to have them at the heart
of the EMS strategy, that is because any change that
we admire to achieve at EMS has to begin from grass

Aspiring for a butterfly effect:
In chaos theory, the butterfly effect is the notion that
the flap of a butterfly’s wing in Brazil can set off
a cascade of atmospheric events that, weeks later,
spurs the formation of a tornado in Texas. It’s true
that the butterfly does not power or directly create
the tornado, but the term is intended to imply that the
flap of the butterfly’s wings can cause the tornado.
The flapping wing represents a small change in the
current situation, which cascades to large-scale
alterations of events just like the domino effect.
Thus, any change that we want to see must start
from the grass roots, from the level of the same
volunteers who believed in the mission and vision of
LRC EMS, who lived its values, and spent countless
new strategy depends on you for you are the only
ones capable to go above and beyond the call of
duty.
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SOUVENIR XXXVI
SOUVENIR XXXVI COMMITTEE
As the novelty of the pandemic became less of a
challenge for the Lebanese Red Cross, and as its
members developed more resilience in handling
situations they never thought they would face,
SOUVENIR XXXVI served as a reminder of the power
of unity.

Although the Covid.-.19 restrictions made it
impossible for us to gather LRC members under
one roof, our e-ceremony was by itself the perfect
example that no matter the distance, we are all
united by heart through the hope we create together:
through our unity.

With the theme “
”, we acknowledged
the fact that as our communities and the world were
losing hope, we were creating it.

Last year, just like every year, we hoped to honor
those who came before us, to appreciate those who
stand with us today, and to show our country that
we will stay, despite it all, a radiating source of hope.

Despite our country’s instability, and no matter the
circumstances, the Lebanese Red Cross has never
failed to withstand the challenges and reach anyone
in need.
SOUVENIR XXXVI was portrayed as a letter from one
rescuer to another. It gave viewers an opportunity to
listen to the families and friends of the martyrs who
shared intimate insights and moments they had with
their loved ones. It was heartbreaking yet inspiring
to witness the true meaning of “beyond the call of
duty.”
SOUVENIR XXXVI united different Red Cross
stations through its anthem “
” which
was showcased in a frame and distributed to all LRC
stations to emphasize the principles we have always
lived by.
Last but not least, SOUVENIR XXXVI sought to
thank each and every person that has served as an
anchor for the organization: our community that has
constantly supported us, the rescuers, volunteers,
staff, and the people in the background who make it
all possible.
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Christina El Hage - Head of Station - 203
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MONUMENT XXXVII
SOUVENIR XXXVII COMMITTEE

A house can take many forms, but the home takes
only one. A house can be made of stone, wood, or
glass, but a home remembers everyone who passed
through it. It is the thread that links the past, the
present, and the future.
There’s the home we are born in and then the home
we choose. The ache for a home that we choose
lives in all of us. It is a safe place where we can go
as we are and not be questioned.
As Lebanese Red Cross volunteers, the home we
chose to live in was built and forged through history.
It was built from shared experiences, memories, and
powerful remembrance of those who gave their lives
responding to the cause.
It is the place where all of us, the ones that left, the
ones that are here now, and the ones that will come
after us, pour their hearts and souls to comfort
patients and hold hands no matter the dangers.
This year’s monument represents the home that
unites us all, no matter the distance. The arch is
recognized as a powerful symbol of our national
identity. This national heritage of Lebanon towers
above our Red Cross family.
The monument symbolizes our shared principles,
collective memories, and mission to save lives.
It symbolizes our past achievements and hardships.
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It symbolizes the united community we belong to.
It symbolizes the foundation that we have built over
the years: a foundation that will last for generations.
Together, we have built a home that has embraced
us and made us stronger: a home that will continue
to do so for years to come.
It is because of love. Love for our principles, love for
our patients, love for our martyrs.
Where we love is home, a home that our feet may
leave but not our hearts.
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A MILESTONE IN OUR STORY
Captain Hardy

»

27 April 1985, Michel Moukarzel and Joseph el
Khoury (Hardy & Captain), 2 rescuers from the
Lebanese Red Cross - Kornet Chehwan sector,
went beyond the call of duty as they became
martyrs and brothers for eternity. As they gave

Hardy

Captain

patient that had fallen in a well in Mar Moussa el
Douar, their legacy paved the way for those that
walked in their footsteps for many years to come.
27 April 2022, the family of the LRC - Kornet
Chehwan sector came together in that same location,
to commemorate the unity that had occurred 37
years ago that same day. The street that had once
been named after them, in memory of the lessons
they had taught and the passion they had passed on.
Now known in their name, the street and the well
serve as an eternal reminder of the power of love,
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Hardy

Captain
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BEIT BEIRUT
MAYA NASSIF, ARCHITECT

The story we are about to tell you takes place
inside a house.
Over time, it has become known by many names, of
which you might recognize «The Barakat building»,
«The yellow house», and «Beit Beirut». Despite its
many identities, the house’s names all translate to
one common collective memory. The story of this
house is written in stone, inked with blood, and is
the holder of Beirut’s profound historical and
urban DNA.
Walking past this house, you will see an Ottoman
revivalist style building with a yellow stone facade,
shattered with bullet holes, sitting discreetly at the
crossroads of Hamra and Sodeco.
Originally built in 1924, the building was home to
eight luxurious apartments and shops. Back then,
it witnessed the daily routines of its habitants, and
the overflowing energy of a boiling Beirut during its
Golden Age.
This part of the story is showered with a warm
golden color, inspiring light, and prosperity.
At the edge of the civil war, the building began to
serve a whole other purpose. Due to its strategic
position and its core physiology, the building became
a base for militiamen, who stayed and operated
fully from there. The beautiful yellow stone facade
wasn’t admired for its beauty anymore, but instead
it became renowned for its rigidity in intercepting
enemy bullets. Its location previously known for its
commercial aspect, became a tactical headquarters
for snipers to shoot. The boiling heart of Beirut
was suddenly transformed into a cold intersection
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between two parts of a torn
called «The Green Line».
This part of the story is cast
by a dark shadow, pigmented
with a deep red color.
The war ends, and with
it, comes the burden of
rebuilding a broken city. A
city that survived trauma,
death, and massacre in
bitter and painful resilience.
And as it always did in the
past, the house still stood
at the crossroads of Hamra
and Sodeco with its yellow stoned facade and its
Ottoman revival style. It was wounded yes, but still
standing, waiting for the next unpredictable event
to shape its history once again. The house stood
there and waited, for many years, muffled by an
unbearable silence and shook by occasional acts of
vandalism that did nothing to deepen the wound the
war had already left.
This part of the story is covered with a matte thick
layer of grey. The house enters a long period of
hibernation.
A hibernation interrupted by shocking news: the
building, serving no one at this point, was sentenced
for demolition. We are now in 1997, in the midst of
a new era and a new vision for Beirut.. The house’s
existence is threatened, Beirut’s very soul collapsing

with it. But the house hadn’t said its last words and
was not ready to disappear. As a matter of fact, it
is by an interesting turn of events that the house
was saved by Lebanese heritage activists, who
understood the true value of the building and fought
back for its life. It was in 2003 that the municipality of
Beirut considered it as a public interest and ordered
its restauration. A new life was about to be given
to the house, to Beirut, to its people. The house’s
appreciated by all, as a cultural center and memory
museum for Beirut, a city it had served for so long.
This part of the story sparks with a ray of white light,
spreading hope over the house and its occupants.
The 2006 war strikes, delaying the project due to
the political and economic instability of the country.

Though, the house is in good hands and the
restoration is back on track in 2008.
On the 28th of April 2016
in the urban landscape of the city.
The house, with its Ottoman revivalist style, its
yellow stoned facade, its bullet holes, and its new
identity is now sitting resiliently at the crossroads of
Hamra and Sodeco. It is there for Beirut and for us.
«The Barakat building», «the yellow house», «Beit
foremost a home. Our home, shaped by our past,
present, and ultimately, our future.
This part of the story is the part we take part of,
using our own colors to rewrite our own stories in
this house.
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CONCEPT
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PA ST

Of all the experiences that time has withheld and
accumulated, it is the smallest of details that shape our
memory, tracing back intimate relationships with the
closest people around us and the dearest objects to
ourselves. In this room, we visit them, we remember
them, we get to know them, we share their stories, and
we cherish the lives behind these humanitarians.
Objects and souvenirs collected from our 15 martyrs are
placed across the room to constitute a house, built from
the past and those who shaped it.

PRESENT

A distinctive feeling of home overcomes us as
rescuers whenever we step in our respective stations.
In fact, this feeling is present in each of our stations,
scattered all across the country. In the setting of a
worldwide pandemic, or in the smallest accident on the
nearby street, the self is put on hold and the mind is
disconnected from personal distractions, to channel
mobilized force aimed purely at helping people. As
chaotic and confusing as it might seem, this space
merges equipment from different LRC stations across
Lebanon to materialize the Lebanese Red Cross’s shared
experience in its daily dynamics.

FUTURE

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

A room dedicated to emotional expression and selfintroduction to the bigger family, giving the chance for
the people to write their own stories as a way to be part
of the overall exhibition storyline.
This cathartic act of putting thoughts into words will take
us on a journey of self-reflection triggered by questions
and interactions, closing up in the outdoor patio of Beit
Beirut. Once out, gathered in one space, an immersive
installation will distract our attention and take our gazes
up to the sky, ending the exhibition on a lighter note,
inspiring us to reflect on our contribution in our future
home.
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FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

FREE WRITING
RESCUERS
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DEEDEE 203
Nour Jabbour

This year has been a very challenging one for me,
both mentally and physically.
I prepared myself for the last (hopefully) academic
year ahead of me. I prepared myself for work every
day. I prepared myself for countless study days, for
the never-ending study nights,
sleepless night duties, for my second big exam, for
my thesis paper, and for my internship abroad.

life-changing interview.
What are your strengths? What are your weaknesses?
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I spent days searching the internet for the most
frequently asked questions. I practiced all the
ones I believed could come up. Except one.
What is the accomplishment that you are most proud
of? And may I add that I was asked this
question many times. With the biggest smile behind
my surgical mask, I would always give the same
simple answer: I am a Lebanese Red Cross EMT
since 2015.
Despite being the control-freak that I am, I didn’t
feel the need to practice answering this question.
It’s where I’ve learned almost everything I know.
It’s where I’ve acquired all my skills. It’s where I’ve
grown to be the person that I am today. It’s where
I’ve met my favorite people in the whole world.
Being a member of the 203
the accomplishment I am most proud of.
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MIAS - MARATHON 605
Mia Kordab - Karen Kordab
Tiny Human Huge Impact
from the lives we touch… We always knew that
giving back to others is the purest form of love and
the embodiment of humanity... We knew that our
impact is remarkable… But what we never knew
is that someday a soul as pure and as beautiful as
Reda’s will impact our center with the cutest gesture.
Reda, a 5 year old, visited our center last year to
donate his humble allowance to the Lebanese Red
Cross.
Amid lockdown and the pandemic, his gesture put a
smile on our faces and gave us all the more strength,
drive, and motivation to push through and keep on
giving back… most importantly, he remains proof of
our remarkable impact on others.

502 STATION
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SAM-CHRIS CHAMOUN 601
Ils sont tous là !

l’appel,
Prêts à t’aider, à te soulever,
Enthousiastes et déterminés à te
sauver.
Ils sont tous là, pour servir volontairement l’humanité,
Neutres, impartiaux et indépendants,
Unis depuis 1946, dans des principes
d’universalité.
Tu les croises souvent dans les quartiers,
Tu entends leur sirène,
Ils sont près des familles démunies,
Dans les établissements scolaires,
Dans les institutions humanitaires :
Ils assistent socialement et mentalement
Toutes les personnes, indistinctement.
Tu les distingues parmi tous les dévoués
Prenant soin des malades, des blessés, des mutilés,
N’attendant pas de récompenses,

Par temps de paix et temps de guerre,
Pendant les crises, les plus meurtrières,
Ils sont tous là et ne baissent jamais les bras,
Dédiés à cette cause humaine,
Gagnant toutes sortes de combats.
Ils sont tous là, ces vaillants secouristes de la CRL.
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COMMANDO 104

Bassam Mokdad
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STATION 303

KHANITO 203
Rawad Mallah

The moment I received my acceptance to work
abroad, it was hard realizing that it meant the end
of my Red Cross journey. It was hard realizing that
I had to go to my one last shift at the station, that
I had to leave my second family: my friends who
were still there, committed to the mission we had all
committed to since the beginning.
Being a Red Cross volunteer means devoting our
time, our energy, and our efforts, toward the patient.
It means missing family events, friends’ gatherings,
and important occasions, to be there, ready to help.
For me, it’s hearing the “Ykhallile yekoun, khallikoun
la ahelkoun” or simply seeing the smile on an
elderly’s face that makes up for everything.
A mother handing me her baby showing me all kinds
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of hope and trust is what makes up for everything.
That is what kept me going and kept pushing me to
achieve what we are all here to achieve.
Being a Red Cross volunteer means spending time in
our second home, a safe space to share experiences,
build bonds, laugh, and make memories with people
that are here through thick and thin to support each
other - with people that become our second family.
Leaving the station was really hard, yet I am sure
that whenever I am back, all our values would not
have changed because that’s our identity, that’s who
we are, and that’s where we belong.
Thank you 203 for everything,
Till we meet again.
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CLEO 203

RAYAN RAAD 302

Petra Moussa
C’est ELLE qui m’a changé…
ELLE, connote la “Croix Rouge”
Intégrée pour donner sans retour
Pour aider avec passion
Pour assister avec amour
Et pour appendre le secours
Et voilà le résultat
J’ai appris comment être passionnée, aimable,
secouriste et en plus
Dévouée sans mesure
Pleine de joie et responsabilité
Attachée tellement a la vie pour dire que la Croix
Rouge m’a vraiment changé en une personne qui ne
cherche pas un remerciement mais des yeux pleins
de bonheur et de joie.

LIPTON 203

Tala Nassif
Home.
A word that represents so much, and yet nothing at
all.
Is it the safety of the four walls of your bedroom as
a child?
Is it the feeling of comfort that takes over you after
hugging someone you love?
Is it the circle of people that effortlessly makes you
feel like yourself?
It’s a word that changes meanings with time, much
like the waves of life.
One day it’s represented by a joyful family lunch,
and suddenly it becomes associated with the sound
of the siren.
In many ways, once we joined the Red Cross, our
station became our home.
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The family lunches missed, were compensated by
the unbreakable bond of saving a life together.
The weddings we were late to, were balanced by
the personal satisfaction of teaching the generations
after us, to stop a wound from bleeding.
Our home became a series of experiences, a bulk
of emergencies responded to, a weekly night shift
rotation, a team we share our laughter with, and a
humanitarian cause we dedicate ourselves to.
Someday, this home will become a collection of
memories that we will carry with us all over the
globe. It will be immune to the impact of time, always
true to our nicknames, to our station, and carrying
our mission in our hearts.
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ELIAS ZAGHRINI 208
Que cherchez-vous près du puit de la prairie
parsemée des fleurs du printemps ?
Peut-être des âmes douces vagabondant
sereinement, se rappelant des visages qui leur ont
façonné leur promenade sur terre.
Ces visages, tellement paradoxaux !
L’un d’eux, à la couleur blanche et ridé, ne cessait
de sourire sur le chemin de la maison de repos, en
cherchant un être pouvant lui offrir de l’amour et du
réconfort.
Un autre, aux sourcils froncés et aux yeux en larmes,
essayant de surmonter une maladie rongeant son
corps il y a des années, ne laissant qu’une âme
souffrante et dépourvue d’espoir.
Un dernier, aux yeux fermés, mélangeant larmes et

MNM 203

Marie-Noelle Msann
Each year as I stare blankly at the empty pages of
my screen, hoping words of wisdom would rain
down on me so I can share them on the pages
into memories of adrenaline rushes, fast breaths,
moments of celebrations... and the feeling of tears
falling on my overall as I lose the patient, I had fought
so hard to save.
I try to write in a way that relates to others, to
express my feelings so that they may validate those
of others that were never shared.
I try to turn ideas into words, in hopes of them being
loud and proud enough to echo in the silence of
those who have been silenced or ignored.
So, this is to you, the one that stumbles upon these
letters as they come alive inside your head.
I know sometimes it is too much, or too little, but
never enough. Thank you for staying despite it all.
I know that even this message too shall fade. But
what stays is us. And the lives we have saved.
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COOL 508

Ahmad El Ali

sang, sur un corps détruit par la maladie, vibrant
C’est probablement le destin de chaque secouriste
de sentir l’imprévu, l’espoir et le désarroi. C’est
une tornade de sentiments que nous procurent ces
belles âmes, autour du puit.
Ya3tikon el 3afye!
Keep it up…

ROY HARFOUCHE 402
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DEEK 201

KHATIYE 203

Emmanuelle Najarre
On est bien chez soi
Mon chez moi fait 4 étages dans une de ces villes du
Mont-Liban. Mon chez moi a une façade rouge. Mon
chez moi abrite plus de 20 personnes, mais jamais
les mêmes du matin au soir. Mon chez moi est une
belle bâtisse solide. Il est aussi fluide, il est vivant,
rythmé par le chant des sirènes. Il dissimule dans
ses murs des rires, des pleurs, des secrets. Des
nuits trop longues ou trop courtes. Il retient la fatigue
et la joie. La peur aussi. Il est au cœur de la création
d’une famille qui s’est trouvée. Une famille de coeur

Lynn abi fadel
liée pour l’éternité. Mon chez moi est aussi témoin
de leur courage, de leur passion, de leur ferveur et
de leur humanité. Il leur rappelle leur mission. Une
mission que l’on porte pour la vie. Mon chez moi est
en évolution perpétuelle et me permet à mon tour
de grandir grâce à tous ceux qui y passent. Car sans
eux ça ne serait pas mon chez moi.
Alors oui, on est bien chez soi. Et je suis bien
chanceuse de t’avoir, mon 203, et de te partager
avec des secouristes devenus mes frères et sœurs.

BATTOUT 201

PIPA 203

Yara Frangieh
Thank you notes for volunteers
You care so deeply, and you step up to support the
things you believe in regardless of the personal cost.
Thank you for being an inspiration to us all.
The good you do returns to you a hundredfold.
Never forget this, and be sure that the universe has
wonderful things in store for you.
While others work their way towards being different,
you strive towards making a difference.
Even though you’re not in the spotlight, you are
the backbone of many events. You have made an

Jad Dibo

unforgettable difference.
Thank you for all the energy you have given to this
worthy cause. I hope you know the priceless impact
you have had on so many lives.
Thank you for your professionalism, timely
assistance, and exceptional skills. You are so
appreciated.
Unity of passion and compassion is a rare gift, but
it shines in you. You do your job with both, and that
makes you a genuine and dedicated volunteer.

SCHTROUMPF 601

Romy Rahhal
School of life
I was once a troubled soul. With an urge to save
another. It was my one and only goal; I was simply
a Red Cross lover. Despite the error in my way, I
rashly followed my gut, but trust me when I say:
That there’s always more to the plot. So, buckle up
your hook straps, and enjoy these few rhymes. For
I’m about to tell you, the greatest story of all times,
let me take you on a ride, also known as my shift.
It starts on a highway side and ends in a broken
lift. We receive a dispatch, I rush to my seat, and
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when I hear the siren, my heart skips a beat, Sounds
become louder, my eyes see red and blue, I feel the
ambulance drifts, try to feel them too. Being an EMT,
isn’t just fetching a stretcher, nor treating a wound
with a dressing, nor measuring blood pressure,
despite what I was guessing. “We rise by lifting
others” A great lesson and a bliss. Being an EMT,
doesn’t get any better than this, I was once young
and reckless, Volunteering was my call. I wanted to
help a life. That was mine after all.
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ECHANTILLON 202

NOOR JEMAA 703

Dolly Nammour Hachem
I was always complaining when my mother used to
leave us every day to go to the LRC as she was on
the committee, in charge of the blood bank and the
1st aid training courses in Saida, until the day we
were displaced due to the security situation.
Occasionally, I used to visit the Markaz in Jezzine
to provide them with any help I could after seeing
all these people in the streets with no shelter, no
medication, no food, nothing… And the journey
began.
The feeling of giving without waiting for anything in
return was unbelievable. So, I decided to join 202
when I settled in Naccache.
late-night stays, the talks laughs, discussions, and
meals you’ve had with people who became as close
to you as your family members.
For me, this was an unforgettable stage in my life
that I’m proud of and will always cherish. After my
mother’s inspiration, I transferred this inspiration to
my daughter, hoping to keep the legacy of serving
the LRC in the family.

VICKY 203

Victoria Hachem
I grew up in a household where almost every
member of my family was somehow involved with
the LRC. The stories my mom used to tell me about
her volunteering experience, the lifelong friendships
she made, and the pictures holding thousands of
memories that she cherishes so much, always made
me wonder: what if, after almost 30 years, I was
meant to walk down her path again?
The idea of me pursuing her mission and keeping
the legacy in the family never skipped my mind but I
never had the courage to do so, until one day a dear
friend of mine motivated me to put my name on the
recruiting list. It was from that moment that I knew
I couldn’t back off, despite the fear of getting out of
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my comfort zone. I couldn’t say no, I had to try, I had
to get in. It wasn’t easy at all but I did it, and it was
far beyond what I imagined.
A few months in and the Markaz now feels like
my tiny home. The late-night conversations, the
friendships I made, the life lessons and discipline
I learned in such a short time, even the anxiety of
hearing the siren, of heading out to an emergency,
all of it still seems a bit unreal. I will never forget the
the fear, the adrenaline rush.
The one thing I probably regret is not signing down
my name on that list seven years ago.

STATION 703

Walaa shkeir
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KRIKITA 201

Kenneth Cheiban
La ekhir nafas,
Mes3if,
La ekhir lahza,
Mes3if.
Law bass 3ende kalimet ta3rif tersom 3al hitan chu

Esa ana hon lyom, houwe le2
Bweb el markaz wahda,
Zakaretne ana min,
Hiye yalli jabaretne emche, jabaretne koun,
Jabaretne etnafas,
Law add ma ken el hawa byehrou2…
Jabaretne ensa nafse,
Kermel a3te marid ekhir nafas…
Hitan el markaz chehdo 3ala fachale,
W 3wemido 3allamoune 2ou2af,
3allamoune eno el sala, nazrit khetyar, wel raja
nafas hatta law mawjou3,
3allamoune eno el dene khayar,
W eno Hawiyte bi sarkhit ghouraba,

MOUSTIKAY 201

Rhea Maria Jarjoura
Someone once told me,
«Do for one, what you would have done for many»
To this someone, I want to say
Every handshake... every genuine smile, every tear
shed makes it worthwhile.
I’ll do it because it makes me feel alive
I’ll do it when everyone says I can’t
I’ll do it knowing I’ll have to pay physically, mentally,
and emotionally
I’ll always do it for one more person
But I’ll do it with passion or not at all.
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CAPTAIN - DBOUK 703
Bi byout el nes w awje3a...
3allamoune eno entime2e, houwe la chi akbar
menne…
Lahazto, 7 snin tatawo3 wel khoulasa
Eno akhadet aktar men ma 3tit,
Eno el ta3ab bi rou7 bas sada yalli mna3melo byeb2a
snin,
Byetba3 safha bi hayet el nes,
Byehfour zekra,
Khoulasit 7 snin
Hiye cheker ktir kbir ma l2itello kalimet tse3o…

Walaa shkeir

BILBOL 604
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FRISCO 301

Christelle Fayad

SAMSAM 203

Fida Menhem
Home
«
» Has been the famous statement
my family used to say whenever I was heading to
the station,
or «
» whenever I was missed from
a family gathering.
I have been blessed to be part of my 203 family
along with the heartwarming journey that has been
full of love, and a life changing experience!
I am grateful for everything and everyone and will
forever hold you in my heart.
My family and my Home that I will forever long for,
live by their values that has marked my heart, spirit
and mind, and you will always be my happy place!
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ANONYMOUS
We devoted our lives to a cause
No complaints, just helping, saving lives, avoiding a
loss. We wear red, orange and white.
Though we come in the darkest of times, we see the
light. Sorry for the ones who have fallen and are not
with us.
We promise you that your mission will be carried out
and will not perish.
Here’s to the memories, current, past, and the ones
to come.
We promise you that those moments we will cherish
Cheers to helping others in the painful hours.
Keep moving on, carry the torch, and pass on your
power.

STATION 703

Fatma Tallal Yasin
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STATION 506

Jana Hasan

ZOULOU 203

Gisèle Z. Kattar
HARDY & CAPTAIN
Vous nous avez quittés depuis trente sept ans
La peine est restée depuis ce moment
Les larmes coulent vite soudainement
Dans nos cœurs réside ce lourd serrement
Vous êtes partis loin sans nous avertir
Vous étiez trop pressés pour le secourir
Vous avez foncé sans pouvoir en sortir
Au-delà du devoir, devenus martyrs.
Des générations se sont multipliées
Des centaines de secouristes alliés
Une multitude de missions appliquées
En suivant votre esprit d’impartialité
En adoptant le principe d’unité
En ne pensant qu’à l’universalité
L’indépendance et la neutralité
Même si avec le temps, ils sont très déçus
Du Liban dont l’avenir est inconnu
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ZAYTOUNE 208
Hanady Sawaya
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203 RESCUERS

HILDA 201
Solita Tawer

almost 7
a hurry?’, ‘I’ll be down in a minute, ‘Did it start? I’m
running late, ‘Only one day left till my due’, ‘Mum,
where’s my overall? I can’t be late for my shift!’…
for it. Everything around us is going so fast, and we
But suddenly, time stops.
And that’s when we wish it could all start running
again, as fast as it wants… It stops with one
phone call. Someone is dialing 140, someone
else is screaming, and the other is shaking. A few
moments later (that feel like a decade), a running
team is around that “broken watch”: ‘What’s your
name? What time is it? Do you know what happened
to bring the “paused” patient back to life’s “normal”
pace.
And, in a heartbeat… I take a step back and detach
myself from it and that’s when everything made
sense. First, I see a human crying out for help. This
person’s time seems to be decelerating. Whereas,
the rescuers, whose adrenaline is flooded, are trying
of every minute, praying that they went as fast as
they can. That strong heartbeat made me realize
how beautiful of a paradox that is. A paradox that
is repeated around 7000 times per year, 600 times
per month, 150 times per week, in every mission
of every day, and maybe just maybe, the joined
heartbeats of these rescuers is strong enough to
open a door, where another chance is granted.
I don’t know how much time God still has for me, if
I will have time to help more people in need, if I will
even have enough time to read this from the Revue,
but what I know for sure, is that now, thanks to LRC,
I understand the value of time. My time spent here
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FM 506

Nesrine el Masry

transformed my perspective on life: the sand I used
to watch getting lost in this hourglass, I now hold it
moment count. Pausing for every stranger’s smile,
knowing the value of my family and my friends,
acknowledging my own value, and learning to grow
at every moment of every day. Because it’s not
about how much time we still have, but it’s about
who we are.
And even, me, the rescuer that I am becoming, I
am certain that if the time comes when I need an
ambulance, there will be a team of rescuers who are
trying their best to save me and give me their all,
even if they have no idea who I am, where I come
from or what my beliefs are, what I have done or
what my intentions are. I believe that this is what
makes this family so special and unique.
Because time is flying and never returning, we
should wear those wings and try to make the best
out of it.

Tante Juliette

KUT 306
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FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

RIMA MOUSSA
Mother

FREE WRITING
FAMILY AND FRIENDS

YARA GHOSSOUB

Sister
Having a sibling who is a rescuer isn’t always easy.
You wish you could see them more often and spend
more time with them. You wish they would be there
for movie nights and birthdays. Mostly you just want
to be around them more.
Additionally, you might feel scared or anxious for
them, as they sometimes put themselves in danger
to help other people.
My sister is a rescuer, and I feel all these things.
But I also feel immensely proud every time I think
of everything, she’s willing to do in order to save
so that she tells me all about the emergencies she
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went to, and all the people she helped. I laugh with
her when she tells me what she did with her fellow
rescuers and what they cooked at night.
Every day, I feel more and more proud of my sister.
To think that she’s out there, rescuing people, saving
lives, and helping others, even if she puts her own
life at risk, is something that makes me proud to be
her sister.
Sure, I would love to be around her more, but she is
and will always be a hero to me.
She inspires me to become a rescuer myself, when
I become of age.

CARLA KARAM
Mother
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THANK YOU

FADI LEBBOS

Brother of Fares Lebbos
Cavalier

/
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